
Mobile Application



At EPS Software Engineering AG, we're your bridge to innovative, cross-platform app development.
We leverage Microsoft's .Net Multi-platform App UI (MAUI) to create apps for Android, iOS,
Windows and macOS with a single, shared code base. This means cost-effectiveness without
compromising on Swiss quality.

Elevate your mobile app development experience with EPS, where precision meets innovation and
your vision transforms into a seamless, high-quality reality.

The EPS Library Set: honed
through years of Xamarin
and MAUI mastery, it
expedites development with
essential functionalities—
authentication, localization,
data persistence, analytics
and more. It's not just tools;
it's our commitment to
efficiency and reliability in
every project.

At EPS, we go beyond coding;
we're problem solvers. Our
UX/UI specialists transform
your app from concept to user-
centric masterpiece. Whether
it's intricate business apps or
consumer solutions, we ensure
flawless functionality and
captivating, intuitive design.

Platform versatility is our
strength—from iOS to
Android, Windows to macOS,
EPS ensures a seamless
experience. Trust us with
app store submissions; our
track record proves our
finesse in managing security,
performance, design, and
legal considerations.

ABOUT US

WHAT WE OFFER

EPS Library Set UX/UI Design Multi-Platform

Expertise

We are your trusted partner and Expert in digitalization, agile software development and
in all process phases in the technical realm.

With over 50 years of experience, EPS stands as one of the largest independent software
developers in Eastern Switzerland

https://www.eps.ch/en/company/
https://www.eps.ch/en/competencies/mobile-app/


IF YOU WISH TO LEARN MORE ABOUT WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER, CLICK HERE!

READ MORE

NEWS AND MEMBER APP BASED ON MAUI FOR ANDROID AND IOS | PHYSIOTHERAPIST APP FOR THE VPT

The app provides physiotherapists with important
information on health policy decisions, events, and
training. It also offers features like VPT surveys,
quick ICD-10 code queries, and a protected member
area with helpful downloads. All information is
updated via API from the VPT's website.

The BERNINA Stitchout app allows you to
monitor your BERNINA embroidery machine's
progress on your mobile device. Get real-time
updates and push notifications from
anywhere. The app uses MAUI and EPS library
set, MDNS Discovery, SSE Server sent events,
and REST APIs to communicate with the
embroidery machine. Available on the Apple
App Store and Google Play Store.

MONITORING APP BASED ON MAUI FOR ANDROID AND IOS | BERNINA STITCHOUT APP

TRUCK DRIVER APP BASED ON XAMARIN FOR ANDROID AND IOS | PAPERLESS DRIVER'S CAB

The Eberhard Unternehmungen's external driver
app integrates external service providers into
company processes, increasing efficiency. Available
on both Google Play and App Store, the app uses
Xamarin framework and EPS library set for cost
reduction.

WHAT WE HAVE DONE
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